
Track Crypto Transactions To ID Threat Actors
Mixers and Coin Swaps No Longer Hide Criminals

SUMMARY
CryptoVoyant is a server-based system that overcomes the ID evasion tricks 

cybercrininals use when transacting with cryptocurrencies. Many of the most costly 

thefts and devastating malware attacks can be traced to cryptocurrency transactions.  

Colonial Pipeline is just one example. CryptoVoyant can stop cybercriminals’ 

trusted method of flowing undetected through various blockchains, by trading 

cryptocurrencies on the fly. Stopping anonymity means catching criminals and 

preventing crimes. Behavioral signatures cannot be obviated.

CryptoVoyant is both easy to use and covers the bases: 

 1. It is accessible from the Internet; 

 2.  It can be configured to run on a secure Intranet or an air-gapped environment; 

 3. It allows access to multiple cryptocurrencies within the same program; 

 4.  It uses proprietary Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML) techniques 

that enable analysts and investigators to view cryptocurrency transactions, 

and trace those transaction flows within and between different blockchains 

(see image on page 2).  

 5.  Using the flagship AI/ML engine, it tracks cryptocurrency transactions and 

identifies actors on the blockchain through behavioral signatures, overcoming 

challenges such as the use of mixers and coin swaps by illicit actors.

Multiple Ecosystems Including Monero

Automatic Peel Chain Identification

Investigative Support Tickets Supports 
demixing, attribution investigations.

Chain Hopping Follow actors through 
chain hopping services.

IP Tracking

Transaction Searcher Narrow in on a subset 
of transactions that meet your criteria.

Organization level Intel Integration tied  
to entities and addresses.

Subpoena Support

Tutorials

Behavioral Predictions for unattributed 
clusters.

Automated Artificial-Intelligence Driven 
Platform Machine-driven analysis.

Results in Real-Time when a choice of 
actions are still available to you.

Reduced Cost of Operations Reduced  
staff with higher productivity. Same  
staff, greater productivity.



Data Methodology: Micro-transactions against numerous entities, in order to obtain 

original and reliable data, are used for attributions. Attribution and other data are 

obtained from outside sources: court documents, social media, news reports, open 

sources, as well as proprietary data from third-party companies. 

Product design achieves complete picture: CryptoVoyant is designed so that 

external data, such as controlled-access KYC data, can be ingested and displayed 

as ancillary information on addresses, or as information to be used for attributions. 

This broad collection of crypto wallet data provides the most comprehensive view of 

individuals and groups using the blockchain for both legitimate and illicit purposes.

Image 1.  Shows CryptoVoyant’s ability to trace a transaction flow between different blockchains

Results: By incorporating AI/ML insights into CryptoVoyant’s dataset, we enable 

behavioral identification on the blockchain (such as ransomware groups, exchanges, 

Darknet marketplaces).

With entities IDed, CryptoVoyant’s users  can:

 1.  Create a watchlist of suspicious addresses or wallets that triggers alerts 

whenever a ransomware group attempts to move funds; 

 2.  Act to prevent any group from converting those funds into fiat currencies.

TECHNOLOGY 
CryptoVoyant provides cryptocurrency analysts and investigators a powerful tool to 

view multiple cryptocurrency transactions, and trace the flow of currency within, and 

between, a variety of different blockchains. 



Architecture: CryptoVoyant is a distributed system whose results can be viewed in 

tabular or graphical representations via a web browser. It has been implemented on a 

private cloud, made available on the open Internet, and can be configured to run in an 

air-gapped environment.

The system’s distributed architecture provides users with a real-time view of 

blockchain activity, along with the results of clustering analysis. (Air-gapped systems 

are updated according to a customer-specified schedule). CryptoVoyant’s distributed 

servers implement an API that provides data, plus an advanced Risk Scoring algorithm. 

to the front-end web server. This API can be made available for integration into existing 

threat intelligence solutions and transactional monitoring programs.

Clustering: At CryptoVoyant’s core is a collection of clustering algorithms and attribution 

activities distributed across several servers and applied to multiple cryptocurrency 

blockchains.  These activities and algorithms allow CryptoVoyant to deliver as many, or 

more, attributions for the universe of addresses and wallets than any other comparable 

platform. CryptoVoyant’s algorithms, including those created by the flagship AI/ML 

engine, enables users to view and trace the flow of cryptocurrency funds within and 

across multiple blockchains.  Those AI/ML-driven algorithms identify both licit and illicit 

actors on the blockchain through behavioral signatures, overcoming the challenges 

presented by money laundering tactics such as the use of mixers and coin swaps. 

Data Sources CryptoVoyant is designed to fuse multiple data sources, which includes 

attributions, IP addresses, social media accounts, and many others.  It can also ingest 

and display controlled access Know Your Customer (KYC) data as ancillary information 

on addresses, or information to be used for attributions. 

CryptoVoyant’s current data sources include:

 •    The set of blockchain nodes operated as the primary data source. These 

nodes represent over 95% of cryptocurrencies by market value. From that 

data, CryptoVoyant loads the basic blockchain transaction data and applies 

its clustering analysis to UTXO-based cryptocurrencies to form basic clusters. 

Specific heuristics used for attribution are maintained in the system and can 

be accessed to understand rationales for attribution or clustering of specific 

addresses. Currently, CryptoVoyant maintains over 30 TB of blockchain data.

 •   Cryptocurrency transactions with numerous entities, such as exchanges and 

darknet marketplaces, to obtain original and reliable data used for attributions.

 •   Cryptocurrency attributions gleaned from court documents, social media, news 

reports, and other white and dark web open sources. 

 •   Additional attributions and IP addresses from data licensed from third parties, 

which maintains over 1,000 active cryptocurrency nodes across various 

cryptocurrencies. Monero (XMR) tracing is also offered within CryptoVoyant. 



UNIQUE FEATURES That Prevent Crimes and Enforce the Law:  
CryptoVoyant provides its users with a view of cryptocurrency flows 
in both tabular and graphical format, and is operated through a case 
management functionality. It boasts unique features that make it 
stand out from other cryptocurrency tracking tools, such as but not 
limited to the following:  

 •    Watchlist/Mempool: Users can place cryptocurrency addresses or 

wallets on a watchlist to receive immediate notification when a transaction 

involving an address has been posted to the blockchain network. This 

provides users time to take action; for instance, block the conversion of the 

watched addresses to fiat currency.

 •   Coin-Swapping: CryptoVoyant displays coin-swapping activity from the 

most active coin-swapping service so that users can track the common 

money-laundering tactic of moving funds across different blockchains.

 •   Explainability: CryptoVoyant automatically maintains the clustering 

history, which retains the heuristic used to add individual addresses 

to a cluster. This allows investigators to explain their conclusions to 

supervisors, which is critical because intelligence without the reasoning 

behind it is never actionable.

 •   Online and Embedded Training:  CryptoVoyant comes with online 

training and has embedded tutorial videos. This minimizes the amount of 

time users must take from their other duties to become proficient in its use.

Image 2.  Shows CryptoVoyant’s ability to simultaneously display multiple cryptocurrencies. 
The left shows a Bitzlato to Thorchain. 


